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Abstract: Software Quality comprises all characteristics and significant features of a product or an activity which relate to 
the satisfying of given requirements.  The totality of characteristics of a software product depends upon its ability to satisfy 
given needs.  The objectives of this study were to identify quality defining dimensions and to determine if these dimensions 
changed with respect to user or software type. The data was collected for Novice and Expert users for MS WORD, 
MINITAB, MS OUTLOOK and GOOGLE SKETCH soft wares. The ANOVA and regression analysis was performed on the 
data. The ANOVA showed that Software has a significant effect on dependent measures/dimensions Bwd/Fwd. 
Convertibility, Consistency, Layout, and Stability.  The regression analysis showed that, for MS Word software, Overall 
Software Quality (OSQ) was significantly affected by Accessibility, Security, Interoperability, Usability and Stability. The 
OSQ was significantly affected by Layout, Security, Interoperability, Usability and Stability, in case of Minitab software. In 
case of MS Outlook software, the OSQ was significantly affected by Functionality, Operability, UIA, and Maintainability. 
And For Google Sketch software, the OSQ was significantly affected by Accessibility, Maintainability, BFC, Stability, 
Operability, and Precision. The implications are discussed. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 
Software quality is a very abstract term. It is relative to define its presence, but its absence is noticeable. Thus the 

thirst to improve the software quality goes up. Wikipedia defines the software quality as "In the context of software 
engineering, software quality measures how well software is designed (quality of design), and how well the software 
conforms to that design (quality of conformance) (Pressman, 2005). It is often described as the 'fitness for purpose' of a piece 
of software. “Software quality can be defined as; “How well the software complies with or conforms to a given standard or 
requirements, based on functional requirements or specifications. That attribute can also be described as the fitness for 
purpose of a piece of software or how it compares to competitors in the marketplace as a worthwhile product.  According to 
IEEE standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology software quality is defined as, “The degree to which a system, 
a component, or process meets specified requirements.” (IEEE 610.12, 1990). 

Testing the software quality, improves the customer satisfaction, reduced cost of development, reduced cost of 
maintenance, reduced time to market. In turn these all benefits will increase the profitability of the organization. Therefore 
evaluation of software quality is one of the key things in the success of organization.  Most of the existing software quality 
models proposed is based on the ISO 9126 standards and in addition to that they are extended to suit the need of the software 
component. The objectives of this study were to identify quality defining dimensions and to determine if these dimensions 
changed with respect to user or software type. 
 
 

2. Methods 
 

Initially attributes that could influence quality were identified from literature. Table 1 below gives the list of 
attribute. 
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